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2020

is certainly shaping up to be

But now is not the time for retailers to rest on their

unprecedented. Entering into the year, the industry

Private Brand laurels. The strength of a retailer is

was already faced with the headwinds of economic

increasingly shown to be correlated with its Private Brand

uncertainty, a tumultuous political climate, new

program, meaning now is the time to lean into your own

regulations and a changing shopper demanding more

brands, seize this consumer opportunity and invest to

from retailers and brands. And then the global pandemic

take your program to the next level.

struck completely upending 2020 plans and necessitating
a retail reset.

That’s a big ask, to be sure. Where should a retailer shift
focus and place bets? That’s where the enclosed 2020

The COVID-19 outbreak created a swirl of rapidly shifting

edition of the Daymon Private Brand Intelligence Report

buying patterns, pervasive supply chain challenges and

comes in. It delivers an inside look into the future of

dramatic changes in retail operations that required

Private Brands, and the emerging strategies that will be

speed and agility in action to support the public during

essential for retailers in getting ahead and positioning

this difficult time. Retailers played a significant role in

themselves for long-term sustainable growth.

providing shoppers with a solve to calm their fears as they
came to terms with and adapted to their new reality. As
we reflect on this historic period of volatility, a consistent
learning remains – the proven ability of Private Brands
in delivering an ownable and reliable solution at an
unbeatable value to shoppers particularly when they need
it most.
And herein lies the broader Private Brand narrative
reinforced time and again. When it comes to staying

“When it comes to staying
power, only Private Brands
are capable of allowing
retailers to weather the retail
storm and come out stronger
on the other side.”

power, only Private Brands are capable of allowing

As we attempt to turn the page on the first half of 2020

retailers to weather the retail storm and come out stronger

and push towards the future, the fact remains that

on the other side. While it has been an evolution to get to

Private Brands will continue to be the key to success in

this point, the fact is, Private Brands are setting the pace

2020 and beyond. After you read the report, I encourage

for the industry. They have come a long way from their

you to contact me at MichaelTaylor@daymon.com to

heritage as inferior knockoffs and consumers have taken

learn more about how Daymon can help you drive your

notice. Shopping baskets have been fundamentally altered

Private Brand program forward.

in favor of Private Brands, with only 6% of shoppers saying
they exclusively buy National Brands.

COVID-19 CATALYZING
PRIVATE BRAND GROWTH
PRE-PANDEMIC PRIVATE BRAND MOMENTUM
ACCELERATES IN THE NEW NORMAL
To classify 2020 as just another year of disruption is proving to be an understatement. While
only half way through, it’s clear that

COVID-19 has fundamentally reshaped
consumer behavior
and in turn, driven a lasting retail reset commensurate with new lifestyles and shopping needs.
In the earliest stages of the pandemic, retailers faced huge surges in demand and stock-up
purchases, battled out-of-stocks, and made day-by-day decisions in response to the latest
news and guidance to safeguard the health and wellbeing of their associates and customers.
Retailers implemented purchase limits, reduced store hours and capacities, and shifted
resources to online services in an effort to keep pace with rapidly changing buying patterns.
Now with the threat of a second wave looming in the background, consumers have been
forced to embrace a new normal as they navigate COVID-19’s immediate and long-term
impact on their personal lives, while retailers attempt to maintain sales and provide service to
their customers in a safe environment. Those that are leading with Private Brand solutions will
continue to win with shoppers.
While not dedicated to COVID-19 specifically, this report will show that Private Brands were
already well-positioned entering into 2020. More than half of shoppers said they picked a
store specifically for its Private Brands, with 89% reporting that they trust Private Brands as
much as National Brands, and 86% viewing Private Brand quality as equal to or better than
National Brands. When COVID-19 hit, the strength and relevancy of Private Brands became
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more pronounced. At the height of the pandemic, we saw significant brand switching due to out-of-stocks
and income constraints. Research shows that 70% of shoppers purchased a new or different brand as
a result of COVID-19, with 28% reporting positive experiences from brand switching while planning to
permanently commit. In particular, consumers have been increasingly turning to Private Brands to solve
for their needs during this time, with share increasing at the expense of National Brands (+0.2 vs. -0.2) as
sales growth outpaced National Brands (+19% vs. +17%).
This Private Brand momentum will continue well beyond the days of COVID-19. As we think about the
“new normal,” or life after COVID-19, Private Brands will matter even more to consumers as they are
faced with solving for the economic and social aftermath of the pandemic. Given we are entering into one
of the largest economic downturns in history, with roughly one-third of U.S. families affected financially,
the value and reliability of Private Brands will become much more relevant amidst mounting price
sensitivities. In fact, 50% of shoppers believe they have seen a price increase due to COVID, with 85%
of them financially affected by the pandemic. With tighter budgets and the perception of inflated prices
in mind, shoppers will be more inclined to gravitate to Private Brands as they seek to stretch their dollars
without compromising on quality.
Together with budget sensitivities, consumers have had to fundamentally alter their shopping behavior
and spending habits in response to their new reality. Nearly 6 in 10 shoppers expect to
eat at home more and 34% anticipate buying more pantry essentials, suggesting
grocery demand and new product trial will continue to rise. This presents
greater opportunities for retailers to lead with Private Brands in offering
cost-effective and innovative solutions that address changing needs and
provide inspiration to make the most of the new home-based lifestyle.
Further, the rapid shift from brick and mortar to online during
the height of the pandemic has seemingly converted shoppers
to e-commerce. More than 8 in 10 shoppers plan to make the
same amount or more purchases of food and non-food products
online in the future. This is particularly noteworthy as it relates to
Private Brands given, they have historically been unrepresented on
digital platforms. Consumer research among Private Brand buyers
shows that 7 in 10 will continue to shop online thereby creating new
opportunities for retailers to extend the reach of their Private Brand
program. By embracing these alternative paths to purchase, the overall
Private Brand footprint will expand to drive market growth.
In short, the COVID-19 era has further propelled Private Brands forward, with no signs
of slowing down. While the research and resulting perspective herein were prepared pre-pandemic, the
insights and outlook for Private Brands couldn’t be more true than right now. At this pivotal moment in the
history of the industry, retailers have an unprecedented ability to provide valued and valuable solutions
through their own brands that will cultivate long-term loyalty. Remember, the more Private Brands
customers buy, the more committed they are to that store. We at Daymon are bullish about the future of
Private Brands and invite you to partner with us to realize the full potential of your
Private Brand program.

State of the Industry

PRIVATE BRAND BY THE NUMBERS…

$183B in Private Brand
Annualized Sales

19.2% DOLLAR SHARE
PRIVATE BRAND SALES
INCREASED 5% YEAR-OVER-YEAR
PRIVATE BRANDS GROWING 2X
FASTER THAN NATIONAL BRANDS
PRIVATE BRANDS CONTRIBUTING
2X MORE THAN THEIR SHARE OF
RETAIL GROWTH
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When compared to
National Brands,
consumers are telling us…

82%

Say Private Brands are
Now a Better Value

55%

Say Private Brands Meet
Their Needs Better

89%

Trust Private Brands Just
as Much or More

87%

Say Private Brand Variety
is Just as Good if not
Even Better

86%

Say Private Brand Quality
is Just as Good if not
Even Better

CHAPTER 1:

THE NEW HOUSEHOLD NAME

PRIVATE BRANDS OVERTAKE CONSUMER CHOICE

T

here is no denying that Private Brands are setting the pace in retail today,

commanding nearly 2 times more than their expected share of industry growth.
Gone are the days of National Brands defining the shopping journey. Having moved
beyond the cachet of legacy brands, consumers have become increasingly agnostic
to big CPG players and instead, make purchase decisions based on whatever best
suits their needs. Case in point – Daymon’s research shows that only 6 percent
of shoppers today exclusively buy National Brands, meaning virtually everyone
nowadays shops Private Brands.

Further, more than a third say that Private Brands
comprise the majority of their shopping carts,
increasing 11 percent over the last 2 years.
With growing momentum, the balance of power is rapidly shifting towards
Private Brands.
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It goes without saying that this dynamic was not always in play. Private Brands
have been on a 50+ year journey to get to this point, having evolved from being
the mere low-cost generics of the 1970s to the true consumer brands that they are
today. More and more, consumers are leaning into Private Brands and appreciating
them for their quality and experiential attributes, rather than their low-price
heritage. This mindset shift, coupled with the significant progress made to improve
Private Brands over time have leveled the playing field between National and
Private Brands, with the pendulum pushing increasingly further in favor of
Private Brands.

Only 6% Exclusively Buy National Brands

A

ccording to Daymon’s exclusive 2020 Private Brand Survey, there is
little to no difference in consumer perceptions between National and Private
Brands, and the gap is fading rapidly. In fact, 87 percent of consumers
rate Private Brands the same as, if not even better than National Brands,
representing a 9 percent increase in favorability towards Private Brands over
the last 2 years. Specifically, consumers are connecting more with Private
Brands and treating them as bona fide brands that fit their lifestyles and
unique needs.

Consumers are Shifting in
Favor of Private Brands
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Say Private Brands
Fit Their Lifestyle
Just As Much
Or More Than
National Brands

View Private Brands
As Brands They Are
Proud To Serve Just
As Much Or More
Than National Brands

Say Private Brands
Are Just As Trendy
Or Even More Than
National Brands

+7% over the
last 2 years

+6% over the
last 2 years

+15% over the
last 2 years

Private Brands
Are On An
Unstoppable
Growth
Trajectory

With growth consistently outpacing National Brands and no signs of slowing down, Private
Brands will capture increasing share from National Brands to overtake consumer choice
across the store. As retailers continue to seize this moment to invest in their Private Brands
and strengthen their competitive edge, Private Brands are poised to replace National Brands
as the new household name.

Dollar Sales Change
Rolling Sales Trend
8
7
6
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4
3
2
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Private Brands
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CHAPTER 2:

INVESTING IN DIFFERENTIATION
DOUBLING DOWN ON PRIVATE BRANDS

A once silent tactic, Private Brands are now a key purchase
influencer and differentiator at retail. Daymon finds that the
strength of a retailer has become correlated with its Private
Brand program. In fact, three-quarters of shoppers state that
a retailer’s Private Brands are a direct reflection of them as
a retailer. Private Brands put a face to the name of a retailer
and when executed in the right way, they become the driving
force behind store choice. Leading retailers are embracing
this new reality and reaping the rewards of their Private
Brand investments. 71 percent of
consumers who shop at these bestin-class retailers say they shop at
their stores specifically for their
of consumers
Private Brands.

71%

who shop at bestin-class retailers
do so specifically
for their Private
Brands
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Further, the more Private Brands customers buy, the more committed
they are to that store. Daymon’s Buyer Conversion analysis proves
that retailers with robust Private Brand programs successfully convert
shoppers into their most valuable customers.

Shopper Share of Wallet

50%
12%

Heavy Private
Brand Buyers
All Other Buyers

When comparing heavy Private Brand buyers to all other shoppers,
Daymon finds that 50 percent of their total shopping dollars are spent
at that retailer, compared to only 12 percent among other shoppers in
their stores. The takeaway is that Private Brands establish a dedicated
following not easily replicated by National Brands.

Growing acknowledgement of the power of Private Brands
has sparked a renewed focus on the industry, with more
and more retailers doubling down on Private Brands. These
retailers have embraced growing consumer affinity towards
Private Brands and are reprioritizing dollars, shelf space and
resources accordingly.

Retailers are Investing in
Private Brands…Shoppers
have Taken Notice
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Quality

Design

Promotion

6 in 10

4 in 10

+16%

Say Private Brand

Say Attractiveness of

Increase in

Quality Has

Private Brand Packaging

Private Brand

Improved

Has Improved

Circular Ad Blocks

Retailers are Reprioritizing Shelf Space
in Favor of Private Brands
Share of Shelf Space

2016

2020
National Brands

Private Brands

With these shifts comes new consumer-centric approaches towards
conceptualizing and commercializing Private Brands, inclusive of efforts to
clean up product labels, redesign packaging and rethink the Private Brand
marketing mix to more closely align with the evolving path to purchase. More
and more retailers are embracing these initiatives. For example:
Midwestern wholesale distributor and grocery retailer, SpartanNash
introduced a Clean Ingredient Initiative within its Private Brand
program to focus on simpler products with reduced ingredient lists and
clean, easy-to-read labels to address the shift towards more healthforward lifestyles.
National discount retailer, Dollar General has been expanding its
efforts to rebrand and redesign its Private Brand packaging across the
store to align with changing consumer needs in categories, such as
baby, health and beauty, and better-for-you food.
In response to the growing influence of digital intermediaries,
supermarket chain Albertsons partnered with Pinterest to highlight its
Private Brand products and inspire new usage occasions by combining
in-store and mobile discovery to create a 360° digital experience.

While only a few examples of the many new Private Brand investments being
made across channels, what’s clear is that retailers have moved beyond
Private Brand as mere profit play to Private Brand as destination driver,
thereby paving the way for Private Brands to continue to disrupt retail.

CHAPTER 3:

DEPARTMENT DISRUPTION

EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PRIVATE BRANDS

B

rick and mortar retail is being fundamentally redefined in
response to evolving shopper and industry expectations. Stores
are getting smaller and more urban. Perimeter departments are
expanding at the expense of center store. Consumers are embracing
Private Brands beyond traditional commodities, creating opportunities
to extend further into emerging lifestyle categories aligned with
changing consumer behavior. Together, these market forces are
inviting transformational thinking on the role of Private Brands
within the broader assortment as retailers are challenged to be
more thoughtful in curating around new shelf space dynamics. With
greater consumer pull and retailer recognition of their differentiation
potential, Private Brands are increasingly taking center stage in
unconventional places. In fact, over the last three years, Private
Brands grew share in 88 percent of categories across the store at the
expense of National Brands.

Over the last three years, Private Brand
share grew in 88% of categories across
the store.
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There is a clear opportunity to carve out ownership in these
categories through Private Brands, as consumers seek a range of
product attributes as part of their purchase hierarchy, rather than
just deferring to specific legacy brands. Daymon’s department-level
analysis finds that Fresh in particular is emerging as a key area of
growth, representing a clear shift in the Private Brand paradigm
historically grounded in center store commodities. In fact, 2019
saw Private Brands grow faster in Fresh than in Center Store, +4.5
percent compared to +3.3% percent, respectively. What’s more,
Daymon’s research shows that over 5 in 10 consumers would like to
see more Private Brand items in
the Fresh department.

IN

2019

Private Brands
grew faster in Fresh
than in Center
Store
+4.5% compared to +3.3%,
respectively

R

etailers ought to seize this opportunity to elevate Private Brand presence
in Fresh as a key point of competitive distinction. In fact, Daymon finds that
Private Brands are a trademark of best-in-class Fresh retailers, who generate 43
percent of their overall sales from perishable foods vs. the industry average of
32 percent.

Private Brand’s Growing Influence
is Fundamentally Altering Category
Dynamics Across the Store

FRESH

CENTER STORE

PRIVATE BRAND GROWTH

PRIVATE BRAND GROWTH

+4.5%

EMERGING CATEGORIES
FOR PRIVATE BRANDS
FRESH SEAFOOD
PREPARED FOODS
PRODUCE
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+ 16%
+ 15%
+ 9%

+3.3%

VS

EMERGING CATEGORIES
FOR PRIVATE BRANDS
WINE/SPIRITS
PET
FACIAL CARE

+ 15%
+ 8%
+ 7%

Looking across the department and considering forecasted growth based on
consumer dietary trends, key emerging categories for Fresh focus within Private
Brands include Fresh Seafood, Prepared Foods and Produce. Leading retailers
are already capitalizing with new Private Brand lines. For example, Canadian
supermarket chain Longo’s has introduced culinary-forward offerings in its own
brand prepared foods program, such as meatless pizzas on broccoli and beet
crusts, buffalo cauliflower salad, sweet potato sliders and meatless lasagna. Longo’s
also launched a meal-based shopping kiosk that curates its Private Brand fresh
ingredients including produce, meats and garnishes around specific recipes to further
alter traditional department dynamics. Expect to see more retailers follow suit and
rethink their Fresh programs through the lens of Private Brands.
This narrative also holds true for center store. Though the legacy of Private Brands
sits in this area of the store, they are rapidly expanding well beyond their historic
norms to more lifestyle categories thanks to growing consumer receptivity. As a
result, new opportunities are emerging in categories such as Wine and Spirits, Pet
and Facial Care. Clearly, this is a much different landscape for Private Brands,
with progressive retailers setting the tone for the industry. From the introduction of
premium liquors at BJ’s Wholesale Club under its Wellsley Farms brand, to Target’s
extension of its Goodfellow brand into men’s grooming, to Walmart’s commitment
to Private Brand presence in pet, these examples showcase how Private Brands will
continue to disrupt traditional category dynamics as retailers increasingly use them
as key points of distinction across the store.

CHAPTER 4:

OWNERSHIP OF INNOVATION

FROM FAST-FOLLOWER TO FIRST-TO-MARKET

The ability to successfully capitalize on these emerging category opportunities for
Private Brands is commensurate with transforming the new product development
process to push beyond fast-follower towards first-to-market innovation. The most
successful and forward-looking retailers use their Private Brands as a driving force
behind innovation. Daymon’s custom analysis of Private Brand programs across the
country reveals that best-in-class retailers dedicate 43 percent of their Private Brand
programs to value-added lifestyle items, compared to the industry average of only 16
percent - nearly 3 times the expected level of assortment differentiation. This approach
creates a powerful environment for Private Brands to stay on-trend and evolve well
beyond the norms of the industry.

Best-in-Class Retailers Dedicate 43% of Their Private
Brand Programs to Value-Added Lifestyle Items,
Compared to the Industry Average of 16%.
These efforts are setting the pace for the rest of the industry and as a result, Private
Brands are getting credit as being innovators, rather than imitators. In fact, Daymon’s
research shows that 4 in 10 consumers say that Private Brands now offer more new and
innovative products than in the past. Additionally, 81 percent say Private Brands offer
the same, if not even better flavor options than National Brands, an 8 percent increase
over the last 2 years. Further, nearly 8 in 10 say Private Brands are on trend, and even
more so than National Brands, representing a 15% increase in favorability towards
Private Brands over the last 2 years.

PRIVATE BRANDS
ARE INCREASINGLY
VIEWED AS
INNOVATORS
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4 in 10

Now Say Private Brands
Improved Over the Last 2
Years on Offering New &
Innovative Products

81%

Say Private Brands Offer the
Same, if not Better Unique
Flavor Options than
National Brands
+8% over the last 2 years

76%

Say Private Brands are Just
As, if not More Trendy than
National Brands
+15% over the last 2 years

And with consumers’ ever-evolving lifestyle changes, they are giving retailers permission
to be bolder with Private Brand innovation to solve for their new needs and values. Be it
customized meal solutions, plant-based products, more sustainable options or the like,
retailers have been given the runway to lead on emerging trends through Private Brands.

62%

Interested in
New Private
Brand Made-toOrder Foods

6 in 10
Interested in New
Private Brands
with Eco-Friendly
Packaging

58%

Interested in
New Sustainably
Sourced Private
Brand Products

5 in 10
Interested in New
Private Brand
Plant-Based
Products

Leading retailers have been quick to capitalize. For example, dedicated plant-based
Private Brands are emerging around the globe, including ASDA Plant-Based in the
UK and Kroger’s Simple Truth Plant-Based. Kroger has also been expanding its own
foodservice concept, Kitchen 1883 as consumers increasingly embrace the notion of
store as restaurant. Aligning with the modern mood of social consciousness, Walmart
has commited to sustainability in Private Brands, such as in its coffee line. And as further
evidence of growing dedication to Private Brand innovation, retailer innovation centers
are merging around the globe, such as from Spanish supermarket chain Mercadona and
Ahold Delhaize in the U.S. These research facilities allow retailers to maintain a close
pulse on the habits and preferences of local consumers and in turn, develop innovative
products specifically targeted to their shopper base to better differentiate their Private
Brand assortments.
As these examples suggest, the future of Private Brands is undoubtedly in bold
innovation. The key is following the consumer, not National Brands, nor competitive
Private Brands as the impetus to innovate. With more and more retailers embracing this
shift from “imitator” to “innovator”, Private Brands will increasingly leapfrog National
Brands to lead retail with first-to-market innovation.

CHAPTER 5:

EXPANDING THE PRIVATE BRAND FOOTPRINT
BLURRING ON AND OFFLINE

The importance of assuming ownership of innovation through Private
Brands is even more pronounced as the competitive set has become more
dynamic and complex. While once contained to store-based retail, the
battle for share and relevancy has extended well into the e-commerce
space. Never has this been more noticeable than in 2020, when the global
pandemic necessitated rapid shifts in buying patterns. Challenges arising
from the spread of COVID-19 accelerated the use of technology across
the retail landscape as consumers relied on digital connectivity more than
ever. As a result, retailers with developed e-commerce platforms have
witnessed significant growth in digital sales as consumers practiced social
distancing to flatten the COVID-19 curve.
This e-commerce momentum is bolstering sales of Private Brands online,
which has been on a steady growth trajectory. In fact, 2019 annualized
online sales of Private Brands reached $1.7 billion, representing an 87%
year-over-year increase.

Private Brand Business Increasingly Expands Online
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$1.7B

Annualized
Sales

+87%

Sales
Growth

+100bp

Share
Growth

Concurrent to the growing presence of
Private Brands online, pure play retailers are
increasingly acknowledging the importance of
brick and mortar to their retail strategies and
are investing to broaden their reach offline.
Take Amazon for example. Within the past
year alone, it has taken significant measures
to further diversify and expand its portfolio of
store formats in the U.S., including plans for
10 more Amazon 4-Star locations in 2020, the
introduction of a 10,400 square-foot Amazon
Go store in Seattle and the impending launch
of a new Amazon-branded grocery store chain,
with the first location scheduled to open in
Woodland Hills, California. Amazon has also
acquired 2 store leases in New Jersey from
Fairway Market, who filed for bankruptcy in
January 2020, thereby making further inroads
within the New York Metro area. While these
moves are poised to further disrupt the retail
landscape more broadly, the implications
to store-based Private Brands must also be
considered. The fact is, pure play retailers are
well-positioned to leverage their growing brick
and mortar presence to build awareness of
their Private Brands, and in turn, put increased
pressure on traditional store-based brands.

79%
VS

72%
74%
VS

63%
73%
VS

60%

Would
Recommend
Online Private
Brands
to Others
Compared to Retail Average

Say Online
Private Brands
are Differentiated
from National
Brands
Compared to Retail Average

Say Online
Private Brands
offer New and
Innovative
Products
Compared to Retail Average

Consumer affinity towards online Private Brands well exceeds industry
expectations, with high marks for their ability to deliver unique and
innovative products. According to Daymon’s research, 74 percent say
online Private Brands are differentiated from National Brands, compared
to the retail average of 63 percent. Further, 73 percent associate online
Private Brands with offering new and innovative products, a 13-percentage
point favorability rating versus the average. With strong endorsements for
innovation and differentiation, nearly 8 in 10 would recommend these
brands to others. The takeaway – as online Private Brands continue to
move offline to blur traditional channel boundaries, the threat to storebased retail is increasingly imminent.
In response, retailers must consider establishing new avenues to maximize
the potential of their Private Brands beyond their own physical shelves
and e-commerce platforms. For example, Dutch retailer HEMA is
partnering with Walmart in the U.S. and Canada to create in-store
branded destinations and an online marketplace dedicated to its exclusive
line of Private Brand products. Similarly, as part of the Kroger-Walgreens
partnership, select Walgreens locations now include a Kroger Express
store-within-a-store concept featuring Kroger’s Simple Truth brand to
transform Walgreens’ front-end, while providing a new vehicle for building
awareness of and encouraging trial of Kroger’s own brands. Albeit only
a few of the many emerging around the globe, these examples illustrate
how leading retailers are setting new precedents for Private Brands and in
turn, paving the way for a Private Brand future that leverages borderless
distribution as a strategy for driving growth and incrementality.
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YOUR

PRIVATE BRAND

PLAYBOOK

Essential Actions for Future Success

As in all competitions, offense is the best defense in the game of retail. In
today’s dynamic and intense retail environment, retailers cannot afford to rest
on their laurels. Faced with an ongoing battle to drive traffic and loyalty, raising
the profile of your Private Brand program will better set you apart from the
competition. Remember over 7 in 10 shop at best-in-class retailers specifically
for their Private Brands. To take full advantage of growing consumer affinity
towards Private Brands, plans must include these essential actions to position
your brands for future success.

1

RETHINK DEPARTMENTS AROUND PRIVATE BRANDS

2
26

Private Brands are playing a greater role in the category
management practices of best-in-class retailers, as they
increasingly shift focus to using their Private Brand
programs to drive differentiation in the marketplace. Taking
a Private Brand-centric approach to category management
means establishing your brands as fundamental pillars
of category planning. Of course, this requires the proper
prioritization, merchandising techniques and approach to new
item integration. With greater flexibility than National Brands and
retailer control, Private Brands are uniquely positioned to address each
of these challenges. The key is determining the right role of Private Brands
within each category, and how to best leverage each tier to maximize
sales and profitability.

LEAD WITH PRIVATE BRAND INNOVATION

Private Brands have permission to pioneer. Shoppers have
abandoned the notion that Private Brands must mirror National
Brands, and instead, are allowing Private Brands to stake a path
of innovation on their own. Don’t fast-follow or develop products
that simply mimic what’s on the shelves at the store next door.
Instead, follow the consumer and be agile in delivering first-to-market
innovation that reflects and reinforces the principles your brand stands
for. This requires maintaining a close pulse on the consumer, commitment
from the top down, strong partnerships between retailers and manufacturers, and a
nimble new product development process designed to accelerate speed to shelf. These
measures will ensure your Private Brand assortment is truly unique, thereby giving
shoppers ever-more reasons to choose you over the competition.
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MARKET PRIVATE BRANDS AS TRUE CONSUMER BRANDS

Along with the broader narrative of treating your
Private Brands like bona fide brands comes
supporting them with a comprehensive marketing
strategy. Any investment you make in improving
and innovating in Private Brands only matters
if your customers know about and understand
it. With the growing influence of digital, retailers
need to adapt their marketing strategies to better
connect their Private Brands with the modern-day
shopper. Taking a 360° approach that balances physical
and digital marketing platforms inclusive of emerging third-party
intermediaries is key to ensuring your brands can actively engage with
consumers across the evolving shopping journey.
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EXTEND PRIVATE BRANDS BEYOND
BORDERS

Jumpstarting and maintaining growth
of your Private Brand program for the
long-term requires thinking beyond
the four walls of your stores. Consumers’
path to purchase continues to evolve and
be disrupted by technology, so retailers need to
consider new and creative ways to extend their Private Brands
beyond the shelf to remain relevant. Winning in the future requires
making investments now to bolster your e-commerce platforms and
fulfillment solutions, along with exploring strategic partnerships to
tap into new geographic markets. In this way, you will successfully
extend the reach of Private Brands to drive growth for your banner
and brands.

To learn more about how Daymon can support you in
driving your Private Brand business through category
management, innovation, marketing and growing your
program online, contact us at Daymon.com.
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